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Ristorante Il Grappolo Blu

Restaurant

La Taverna del Grappolo Blu is perhaps one of the most characteristic restaurants
in Montalcino, the quiet and charming town in the province of Siena. The restaurant is located
right in the heart of the country, and offers to regular customers and not a family environment,
where it is still possible to discover the gastronomic values ??of our tradition. Our restaurant in
Montalcino, in fact, is known for a menu that is mainly characterized by the traditional flavors of
Tuscan cuisine. To make more pleasant the stay in our restaurant in Montalcino contributes
the cozy and intimate atmosphere, where you can spend a delightful time with friends or family,
or a romantic interlude with the person of the heart. La Taverna del Grappolo Blu has fifty
seats.

Call your assistant WINE TRAVELS FOR YOU +39 0577 846021 or send an e-mail
to booking@winetravelsforyou.com

 

Cuisine

To realize our specialties, we only use ingredients of high quality and very carefully chosen. The
genuine taste and rich of our dishes will fascinate you at first taste. All are traditional Tuscan
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dishes. For lovers of good food and genuine flavors here you will find the Tuscan appetizers,
soup, tagliatelle with mushrooms, the Sienese pici, shin, wild boar and polenta ...

The cellar

Furthermore, to make your own tasting experience unique and complete, we offer fine wines
from the territory, enshrined in our cellar. The wine list is extensive, and includes not only the
specialties that have always distinguished the local production, but also national and
international labels, chosen course between the wine productions of excellence.

Info

Open everyday for lunch and dinner except Friday.

Reservations are recommended
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